Jeanne’s Favorite Games
Game

Maker

Cognitive functions/operations

For Younger Children
Blink

Out of the Box games

comparing at a high rate of speed

Toot and Otto

Thinkfun

planning, hypothetical thinking, sequencing

Barnyard Critters

Rio Grande Games

logic, hypothetical thinking, non competitive

LCR (fun family game)

George and Co. LLC

spatial sense for left and right

Open Sesame

Ravensburger

memory for spatial relationships

Walk the Dogs

Simply Fun

planning, visual transport

The Storybook Game

Fundex

memory, vocabulary, sequencing, forming
relationships

Camelot Jr.

Smart Games

hypothetical thinking, logical evidence, planning,

Feed the Kitty

Gamewright

visual representation, spatial orientation

Quick Cups

Spin Master

visual processing speed, color sequencing

Go Ape (great family game)

Play Monster

identify emotions, reading body language

Rat-a-tat-tat (card game)

Gamewright

memory, numbers, planning, relevant cues

Penguins On Ice

Smart Games

spatial sense, hypothetical thinking, planning

Slapzi

Carma Games

language development, understanding negatives (no
or not), relevant cues, processing speed

Tenzi (fun for groups)

Carma Games

matching numbers, systematic search, visual
processing speed, tons of fun, buy the additional
pack of cards “77 Ways to Play Tenzi”

Skribble

TDC Games

visualizing, planning, predicting

Take Your Pick

Simply Fun

point of view, predicting

Linkity

Simply Fun

forming relationships,

Squint Junior

Out of the Box games

visualizing, analyzing-integrating,

Khet (a very cool laser game)

www.khet.com

spatial sense, right angles, planning

Ricochet Robots

Rio Grande Games

spatial sense, right angles, planning

Apples to Apples

Mattel

compare, labels, language and vocabulary

Dread Pirate

Front Porch Classics

planning, spatial sense, strategy testing

Boggle

A Parker Word Game

systematic search, word building

Worst-Case Scenario Survival Game

Universal Games

hypothetical thinking, point of view, relevant cues,

Right turn, Left turn

Playroom Entertainment

spatial sense, precision and accuracy

Pente (younger children can begin
playing with only first rule)

Winning Moves Games

spatial sense, planning, using more than 1 source
info.

Logic Links

MindWare

logical reasoning, multiple sources of info

Noodlers

MindWare

hypothetical thinking, planning, precision,

Quarto (only game you play totally
on the defense)

Gigamic

spatial sense, planning, using more than 1 source
info.

Gobblet

Blue Orange Games Co.

memory, spatial sense, planning

Rush Hour (Original, Safari, and
Railroad)

Thinkfun

Spatial sense, planning, sequencing, planning, hypo.
think., can play solo

Older Children - Adult

Safari Undercover

Educational Insights

Spatial sense, planning

Pentago

Mindtwister USA

Conserving Constancies, point of view, spatial
sense,

Quadrago

Mindtwister USA

Spatial relationships on steroids

Grid Works

Thinkfun

Deductive reasoning,

Quadefy

Maranda Enterprises

3-D Spatial sense, visualizing, planning

By the Book

Brainwright

Planning, spatial sense, logic

Qwirkle

MindWare

relevant and irrelevant cues, color and shapes,
comparing attributes, strategy testing

Dr. Eureka

Blue Orange Games Co.

hypothetical thinking, logical evidence, planning,
precision and accuracy (output)

Quixo

Gigamic

Planning, working memory, spatial sense

